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Hi, we're AFMC!

7.3K
FOLLOWERS

5K
FOLLOWERS

32.5k
MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS

SELF-MATCHING ADOPTION SERVICE

Adoption For My Child (AFMC) is positioned to operate at the highest standards of

care, support, and integrity by offering practical and compassionate support. We

remove the barriers by allowing families to take control of their adoption journey.

AFMC is an adoption profile hosting and outreach/referral site that provides

affordable tools that facilitate life changing connections.

Our platform allows families to present their adoption profile for available situations

that they want to be presented to for consideration INSTANTLY.



INSTANT PROFILE SUBMISSION

Adoption For My Child is a membership community
allowing families and expectant mothers to have
more control over their adoption journey. 

Birth/Expectant moms want to choose parent(s)
based on criteria that’s important to them.
Traditional adoption networking has fewer
opportunities for Birth/Expectant moms to find
adoptive parents that fit the criteria in their
immediate geographic area. Our services enable
them to find and connect to home study-approved
adoptive families throughout the United States that
fit their specific needs.

Adoptive families want to choose which adoption
opportunity (available situation) they want to be
considered for. Traditional adoption networking is
limited, so we've created the IPS system. 

IPS - Instant Profile Submission system will instantly
deliver their adoption profile, video, and/or letter to
the requesting professional, and/or the expectant
mother considering adoption within seconds of
their instant submission, increasing their likelihood
of finding the perfect match. 

An available adoption situation write-up is created
with all the information provided regarding the
adoption situation. The information included: basic
information regarding the expectant mother and
her pregnancy, criteria she is looking for in a family,
estimated cost of the adoption, and any additional
information like drug and alcohol exposure and
personal health will be included (if available). No
identifying information will be released to the
adoptive families in the write-up.

Our members receive situation notifications and
can present their adoption profile to expectant
mothers that work with different adoption
professionals throughout the United States
INSTANTLY for consideration. Allowing adoptive
families to connect with an expectant mom FIRST
before signing with an agency and/or industry
professional.



HERE'S HOW IT WORKS

AS SEEN ON

Client Testimonial
AFMC provided more options for connections than other

platforms I was viewing. I found that the profile content was

very informative which gave me a better view of the family

and the lifestyle they each presented. Thanks AFMC for

allowing this service for all mothers considering adoption.

Much easier than dealing with an agency.

Pearl, Birth Mom

FAMILIES BUILD 
THEIR PROFIILE

FAMILIES CONNECT WITH 
BIRTH MOTHERS

FAMILY IS
MATCHED

All adoptive families at
AFMC will have a digital

profile, consisting of
information, pictures, and

videos. 
AFMC offers marketing
options that allow our

families the unique
opportunity to get directly

in front of expectant
mothers. 

 

Adoptive families that
work with AFMC can meet

expectant mothers by
submitting their profile for
an available situation or by

waiting for an expectant
mother to independently

contact them through
their online profile. 

 

Once the family's profile
has been accepted by the
birth mother, the adoption
plan is made and finalized.
AFMC provides support to

both parties during this
entire process to ensure a

smooth adoption and
seamless transition for the

child. 
 



Amy Senior

GET IN TOUCH

As a mother to biological twin boys and an adopted daughter, I have

experienced a journey of infertility, birth, disability, loss of children (foster

children) and adoption. 

I am fueled by my passion for understanding the needs and desires of

adoptive families, expectant mothers and professionals. Each adoption

journey is unique. 

Families experience different emotions during this chapter in their lives, the

good, the bad, and the life changing. Having experienced many of the same

emotions on my own journey, I am able to have a deeper connection and

understanding of the emotional side of the adoption journey. 

I will always provide families the support and compassion they need during

and after their own adoption. 
www.adoptionformychild.com

amy@adoptionformychild.com

WHO I WORK WITH

attorneys
agencies
adoption professionals 

Since 2005, AFMC has been assisting: 

As an adoption professional, you will have
access to all hopeful adoptive families
through our proprietary system. 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

reach families nationwide
receive diversity in the selected family
profiles
receive profiles instantly for
consideration
receive profiles that can be viewed on
any device

Working with AFMC will provide you the
ability to: 

FAMILIES SERVED BY
AFMC

2000
OVER

MEMBERS CURRENTLY
WAITING TO BE MATCHED

WITH A CHILD

300
OVER

2005
OPERATING SINCE


